What happened to cauda equina fibers? 
Adhesive arachnoiditis
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Abstract

Spinal arachnoiditis may present with low back pain, foot pain, loss of sensation and motor weakness. In addition, some people may have syringomyelia due to impaired flow of cerebrospinal fluid. In the etiology, there are infections, intrathecal steroids or anesthetic injection, trauma, subarachnoid hemorrhage, myelographic contrast media, multiple spinal surgery and lumbar puncture history. The patient’s past treatment history, clinical and MRI examination are important in diagnosis. In this case, we aimed to discuss postoperative adhesive arachnoiditis which caused low back pain, and imaging findings in the light of literature.
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1. Introduction

Spinal arachnoiditis was first described in 1909.1 It may be asymptomatic and may present with back and leg pain and loss of power. In addition, some people may have syringomyelia due to impaired flow of cerebrospinal fluid.2 In the etiology there are infections, intrathecal steroids or anesthetic injections, trauma, subarachnoid hemorrhage, myelographic contrast agent, multiple spinal surgery.3,4 When the patient was admitted with low back pain or taken lumbar Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) for another reason, if the detailed anamnesis was not written and / or cannot be compared with the old images, it leads to confusion in diagnosis. Anamnesis, clinical findings and MRI examination of the patient have critical importance in diagnosis.5,6

2. Case report

A 40-year-old woman was referred to the radiology department for a lumbar MRI examination. The patient had no detailed anamnesis because of being a very busy state hospital, it was observed that cauda equina

Figure 1: Axial (a) and sagittal (b) MRI images. Axial image shows adherent cauda equina fibers in cross section passing L3-L4 level.
fibers were atypically nodular and thickened at the first look on MRI (Figure 1). A structural or congenital anomaly was suspected in the first stage. However, when the hospital PACS system was examined retrospectively, it was seen that cauda equina fibers were discrete and normal in lumbar MRI of the patient taken 1 year ago. In addition to that, a disc protruding to the spinal canal at the level of L4-L5 was detected (Figure 2). When the patient’s history was questioned in depth, it was learned that he had complaint low back pain for two years. She was treated intermittently at different pain clinics by multiple medical, physical, and complementary therapies with no obvious relief and underwent surgery for L4-L5 disc herniation 6 months ago. After the surgery, she had no pain for a few weeks, but then her pain began again because of that she had an epidural corticosteroid injection but her pain worsened. She was administrated opioids. She had no myelogram and no chronic disease story such as connective tissue. X rays were not indicative. Lab tests were normal. Prolonged standing, driving, and walking was provoking pain and radiation into her legs. On physical examination, there was tenderness over lumbar spine with lower limbs upper motor neuron weakness. When the current MRI was re-evaluated in the light of this information, L5 level left laminectomy defect was observed (Figure 3). Finally the patient was diagnosed with postoperative adhesive arachnoiditis. The patient was referred to algology department.

3. Discussion

The common symptoms of arachnoiditis are nonspecific and difficult to differentiate from other neural compressive disorders. Symptomatic spinal arachnoiditis is an inflammatory process. The scar formation occurring in this process affects the arachnoid membrane and leptomeninges. This inflammatory process extends up to 3 meningeal layers and nerve roots. There are many reasons for this inflammation. Spinal surgery is one of them. Non-contrast MRI and CT myelography are the imaging modalities. MRI, was found to be highly correlated with CT myelography and plain-film myelography. Magnetic resonance imaging is the preferred modality because it does not require direct intrathecal contrast injection. Its increased contrast resolution of the spinal cord and cauda equina are an additional benefit. Magnetic resonance imaging has a 92% sensitivity and a 100% specificity in the diagnosis of arachnoiditis. 

Figure 2: Axial (a) and sagittal (b) MRI images. Axial image shows normal separate cauda equina fibers in cross section passing L3-L4 level

Figure 3: Axial (a) and sagittal (b) MRI images. There is a laminectomy defect on left L5 vertebra
In MRI, subarachnoid cysts, irregularities on the surface of the spinal cord, complex fistulas in the spinal cord, compression of the cord by arachnoid loculations, cord withdrawal by adhesions, formation of septa in the cord can be detected.7,8,9

Arachnoiditis is divided into 3 groups in MR imaging:8
Type I: nerve roots are clumped together and distorted
Type II: nerve roots are adherent to the theca resulting in an empty thecal sac
Type III: nerve roots and theca are clumped together into a single soft tissue mass centrally within the spinal canal

Our case entered into group 1 because the arachnoid fibers were clustered in the middle of the thecal sac.

In the differential diagnosis, the leptomeningeal carcinoma originating from the nerve roots must be separated from the systemic tumors that spread through the blood and hold the spinal cord. In addition, it is necessary to separate from the tumors such as glioblastoma, medulloblastoma and ependymoma, which can spread the cauda equina fibers through the cerebrospinal fluid.9,10 It should also be distinguished from diseases that hold arachnoid fibers like cauda equina syndrome.

Most patients with spinal arachnoiditis are treated with epidural or steroid injections. Surgical options are limited for these patients because surgery may increase the amount of scar tissue and inflammation within the thecal sac leading the risk of neurologic deficits. Surgical options include thecal endoscopy, neural stimulation, arachnoidolysis, flexible endoscopy, and subarachnoid-subarachnoid shunting. These surgical techniques have shown short-term improvements in pain, however most patients returned to back or worsened in the long term.11 There are a few researches that claim early systemic steroid administration may prevent inflammation and scar tissue.

Anamnesis and experienced radiologist and suspicion are important in their differential diagnosis such as our case.

4. Conclusion

Adhesive arachnoiditis may develop after spinal surgery. In patients with low back pain and those with atypical appearance of cauda equina fibers on MRI, adhesive arachnoiditis should be considered in the differential diagnosis. MRI can be used in the diagnosis of adhesive arachnoiditis and monitoring progression.
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